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QUESTION NO: 1 

Refer to the exhibit. What can be determined from the output shown?

A. Spanning Tree Protocol is disabled on the JaxSwitch1 switch.

B. The link to the root bridge is through a 1 Gbps connection.

C. This is the only switch in the LAN topology.

D. The JaxSwitch1 switch is using VTP.

E. The JaxSwitch1 switch is not the root switch.

Answer: E

Explanation:

The spanning-tree algorithm characterizes STP. The spanning-tree Algorithm relies on a set of

parameters to make decisions. The Bridge ID (BID) is the first parameter used by the spanning-

tree algorithm. The Bridge ID (BID) is used by STP to determine the center of the bridged network,

known as the Root  Bridge . The Bridge ID (BID) parameter is an 8-byte field consisting of an

ordered pair of numbers. The first is a 2-byte decimal number called the Bridge Priority, and the

second is a 6-byte (hexadecimal) MAC address. The Bridge Priority is a decimal number used to

measure the preference of a bridge in the spanning-tree Algorithm. The possible values range

between 0 and 65,535. The default setting is 32,768.

QUESTION NO: 2 

Refer to the exhibit. A Class C address has been assigned for use in the network shown in the

exhibit. Which subnet mask should be used to provide valid IP addresses for the number of hosts

connected to router A, while wasting the fewest addresses?
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A. /25

B. /27

C. /26

D. /29

E. /28

F. /24

Answer: C

Explanation:

NO EXPLANATION

QUESTION NO: 3 

LAB
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In this lab, you need troubleshoot the network connection.

Click on Console on Host A

Central>en

Password:cisco

Central#show run

then you will see the configuraiton like:

interfact serail0/0

description connected to Branch

no ip address

encapsulation hdlc

clockrate 640000

So you need configure the ip address for S0/0

Central#show cdp neighbors detail

You will see the address of interface S0/1 is 192.168.2.174

so the ip address for S0/0 should be 192.168.2.173

then configure the ip address for S0/0

Central#config term

Central(config)#inter s0/0

Central(config-if)#ip address 192.168.2.173 255.255.255.252

Central(config-if)#no shut

Now you can telnet to Branch

Central# telnet 192.168.2.174

password:cisco

Branch>en

password:cisco

Branch#show run

Then you will the configuration like

interfact FastEthernet0/0

description connected to LAN hosts

ip address 192.168.3.184 255.255.255.0

shutdown

keepalive 10

So obviously, we should active F0/0

Branch#config ter
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Branch(config)#inter f0/0

Branch(config-if)#no shut

Now you can log to Host B

c:\>ping 10.1.1.228

you will find it succeed, that'ok

QUESTION NO: 4 

Which series of commands will configure router R1 for LAN-to-LAN communication with router

R2? The enterprise network address is 192.1.1.0/24 and the routing protocol in use is RIP.

(Choose three.)

A. R1(config)# interface ethernet 0

R1(config-if)# ip address 192.1.1.97 255.255.255.192

R1(config-if)# no shutdown

B. R1(config)# interface serial 0

R1(config-if)# ip address 192.1.1.4 255.255.255.252

R1(config-if)# clock rate 56000

C. R1(config)# interface serial 0

R1(config-if)# ip address 192.1.1.6 255.255.255.252

R1(config-if)# no shutdown

D. R1(config)# router rip

R1(config-router)# network 192.1.1.4

R1(config-router)# network 192.1.1.128

E. R1(config)# interface ethernet 0

R1(config-if)# ip address 192.1.1.129 255.255.255.192

R1(config-if)# no shutdown

F. R1(config)# router rip

R1(config-router)# version 2

R1(config-router)# network 192.1.1.0
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Answer: C,E,F

Explanation:

Answer A is correct because first Subnet is 65 and address from first subnet is used in TK2.  First

IP address of second subnet is assigned into ethernet of TK1.

WAN connection between TK1 and TK2 required two usable IP address so 30 bits  used for

Network.  RIP version can't publish the subnet mask in routing table so RIP version 2 is used.

QUESTION NO: 5 

Refer to the exhibit. What is required to allow communication between host A and host B?

A. a crossover cable only

B. a router connected to the switches with crossover cables

C. a CSU/DSU connected to the switches with crossover cables

D. a straight-through cable only

E. a router connected to the switches with straight-through cables

Answer: E

Explanation:

There are two different VLANs in the figure, we require the router to make inter-VLAN

communication as well as Switch should connect with router using the straight-through cable to

router with trunk. Straight-through cable is used to connect two different devices like, switch to

router, host to switch.

QUESTION NO: 6 

Refer to the exhibit. How will router A choose a path to the 10.1.2.0/24 network when different

routing protocols are configured? (Choose three.)
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A. If EIGRP is the routing protocol, the equal cost paths ABD and ACD will be installed in the

routing table by default.

B. If RIPv2 is the routing protocol, only the path AD will be installed in the routing table by default.

C. If EIGRP and OSPF are both running on the network, the OSPF paths will be installed in the

routing table.

D. If EIGRP and OSPF are both running on the network, the EIGRP paths will be installed in the

routing table.

E. If RIPv2 is the routing protocol, the equal cost paths ABD and ACD will be installed in the

routing table by default.

F. If EIGRP is the routing protocol, only the path AD will be installed in the routing table by default.

Answer: A,B,D

Explanation:

NO EXPLANATION

QUESTION NO: 7 

Which commands are required to properly configure a router to run OSPF and to add network

192.168.16.0/24 to OSPF area 0? (Choose two.)

A. Router(config-router)# network 192.168.16.0 0.0.0.255 0

B. Router(config-router)# network 192.168.16.0 0.0.0.255 area 0

C. Router(config)# router ospf area 0

D. Router(config)# router ospf 1

E. Router(config-router)# network 192.168.16.0 255.255.255.0 area 0

F. Router(config)# router ospf 0

Answer: B,D
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Explanation:

B.  The network command specifies the IP address (192.168.10.0) followed by the wildcard mask

(not the subnet mask), and the area that is to be associated with the OSPF address range (in this

case, area 0). The wildcard mask indicates in binary how much of the IP address much be

matched with 0s indicating that the bits must match and 1 indicating that they may vary. Thus

0.0.0.255 or 00000000.00000000.00000000.11111111 indicates that any bit in the last octet can

vary while all bits in the first 3 octets must match the network address (in other words,

192.168.10.xx)

E.  The router ospf command enables OSPF routing and enters router configuration mode. This

command takes a <process-id> argument which identifies the OSPF process.

Incorrect Answers:

A: This command is correct, except for the fact that the keyword "area" is missing and needs to be

inserted.

C: For OSPF, the inverse mask must be used, not the regular subnet mask.

E: OSPF can not use process ID 0, and the goal of this question is to put a specific network in

area 0, not the entire routing process.
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